
STATE OF NEW YORK
SUPREME COURT COI.INTY OF RENSSELAER

CHARLES E. COLLINS. III.

-agamst-

YODLE, fNC., SCOTT LONG, and BRAD LEITCH,

Plaintiff, AFFIDAVIT
lndex No.233271
RJI No. 4l-0576-2010
Assigned Judge:
Hon. Christian F. Hummel

Defendants.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA :

: SS.:
COUNTY OF MECKLENBERG :

The undersigned, BRADLEY LEITCH, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am one of the Defendants in the above action and am employed by

Defendant, Yodle, Inc. ("Yodle") as an Account Director in Yodle's Charlotte, North

Carolina regional office. I am providing this Affidavit to demonstrate that Plaintiff

Charles E. Collins, is falsely asserting in his Complaint in this action that the Defendants

scammed him and misrepresented to him Yodle's advertising services. I am making this

Affidavit based upon my personal communications with the Plaintiff and my personal

knowledge of Defendant Yodle's advertising operations.

2. On April 8, 2010, the Plaintiff entered into a written agreement with Yodle

in which Yodle agreed to undertake a three month internet advertising campaign for his

uncontested divorce document preparation business - "Make Divorce Easy'' - and he

promised to pay Yodle, in advance, each month for three months a $69 Management Fee

and a $750 Advertising Budget Fee. A copy of the Contract is attached as Exhibit "A".



3. Plaintiff is basing this lawsuit on allegations in his Complaint that I

represented to him that the Yodle advertising campaign would generate more Clicks for

him and cost him less per Click than the Google AdWords advertising he had been doing

himself, that I represented to him that Yodle would spend down each month his $750

monthly Advertising Budget Fee, and that Yodle would charge Plaintiff whatever the

search engines charged Yodle (Exh. "I', fl 11).

This is absolutely false.

4. Other than an e-mail that I sent to Plaintiff on April 6,2010 to confirm our

April 8, 2010 appointment, all of the communications that I had with Plaintiff prior to his

signing the Contract and concerning setting up his Yodle advertising campaign were by

telephone.

Fortunately, Yodle recorded these initial calls with Plaintiff because those

recordings demonstrate that what he is claiming in his lawsuit is totally false. I am

attaching as Exhibits "B", '(C" and "D", respectively, hanscripts of my phone

conversations with Plaintiff on April 6, 2010 (Exhibit "B") and on April 8, 2010

(Exhibits "C" and "D") and a copy of the corresponding recordings which are labeled as

Exhibits "B-1", '(C-l)' and "D-1", respectively. The Court may review these in order to

substantiate that my statements in this Affidavit are true and accurate, and that Plaintiffls

claims are false.l

' All references to Exhibits "B", "C" and "D' are to the pages of the transcripts of those telephone
recordings, and all references to Exhibits "B-1", "C-1", or "D-1", are references to the time segment of the
tape recorded telephone conversation, which is displayed in the video window ofeach corresponding
recording.
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BACKGROUND

5. I initially contacted Plaintiff by telephone on April 6, 2010 from a lead

that I was given that he had been advertising his divorce service on the Google internet

search engine using a Google self-service advertising product called Google AdWords.

As a Google AdWords advertiser, Plaintiff had to design and provide his own

advertising, select his own keywords, develop his own strategy for focusing his internet

advertising to specific geographical areas, and develop his own strategy and budget for

bidding on the position that his ad would appear when someone did a search using his

keywords in the Google search engine.

6. Defendant Yodle is a Google AdWords reseller. This means that Yodle

contracts, for a profit, with its own clients to design for the client a geographically

focused advertising campaign that is intended to increase the percentage of direct

telephone or e-mail contacts its clients receive from persons doing internet searches.

Yodle places bids to have its clients' ads appear on the Google site, as well as on other

internet search engines, such as Yahooo Bing (ormerly MSN), Ask.com, AoL, and yellow

Pages, among others. When I spoke to Plaintiff I informed him that Yodle is a Google

AdWords reseller (Exh. "B'1 p.4; Exh. "B-1'1 5:38 min.; Exh. "C", p. 11; Exh.,,C-1",

24:09 min.).

7. Yodle's goal for its clients is to increase the percentage of people who

actually contact the client by e-mail or phone as a result of internet searches for services

that a client provides ("Conversion Rate"). Yodle does this by creating an internet

advertising campaign for each client by, first, selecting dozens of keywords designed to

attract internet searchers to the client's service, then, by using technology designed to
J



help ensure that the client's ad appears on each search engine at an optimum position at

or near the top of the search results first page. Yodle, also, sets filters so that the client's

ad is targeted only to internet searchers in designated geographical areas ("Geotargeting")

by, also, bidding on geographical modifiers for the keywords. I, also, fully explained this

to Plaintiff (Exh. " C", p. 2l ; Exh. " C-1", 4l :28 min.).

8. Because other businesses that provide similar services, also, advertise on

these same search engines using the same or similar keywords, it is important to appear at

the top or near the top of the search results.

Research indicates that ads that appear closer to the top of the first search result

page (and search results can consist of dozens of pages of ads) will more likely result in

the searcher clicking on the ad to view the advertiser's website ("clicks").

The number of Clicks on an ad, however, does not necessarily hanslate into a new

customer. When the potential customer Clicks on an ad and then views the advertiser's

website, he may decide that the service was not what he was looking for, or that the

advertiser is too distant from his geographical locale to be useful, and, consequently, will

not contact the advertiser.

For example, when Plaintiff was doing his own advertising on Google AdWords,
i

I before he contracted with Yodle, by his own admission, he had 497 Clicks on his own

from September, 2009 through April, 2010 (Exh. "I" T 50). yet, those Clicks only

resulted in lo/o to 2Yo of people taking the next step and directly contacting him (Exh.

"8", p. 2; F.xh. "B-1", 1:54 min.). According to Plaintiff, those Clicks, then, only



resulted in 3 or 4 customers during that 8 month period (Exh. "D", p. 2; Exh. "D-1", 2;4'l

min.).

One of Yodle's goals, however, for each of its clients is to increase the number of

li Click count, reduce his cost per Click, or charge him the same per Click that the search

ll

ii 
engines charge Yodle. In fact, the transcripts and recordings of those phone

il

ll conversations, which I will specifically address below, clearly demonstrate that I
li

lj represented to Plaintiff that the intent of Yodle's advertising service was to increase the
tl

[j 
client's Click Conversion Rate.

il
liii How TNTERNET ADVERTTSTNG WORKS
ii

ll 9 A major factor that will contribute to increasing the Conversion Rate is
lr

il

Nl 
being able to secure the ad's position at or near the top of the search results page. In

ll
ii.
ll order tbr that to happen, the search engines, like Google, conduct, what amounts to a
il

ll cyber-auction each time someone performs an internet search. The advertiser who is
ti

li willing to pay the most for the keyword used in the search will likely secure the highest
il

il nosition in the search results.

Plaintiff acknowledged to me that he understood that he needed to pay more per

click in order to secure a higher position on a search results page (Exh. ,,c", p. 14; Exh.

"c-1",27:36 min.). He, also, acknowledged to me that he had no idea where the ads he

was running, himself, on Google AdWords were appearing on the search results pages

ii

!i searchers who take that important next step: to telephone or e-mail the client directly.
tI

ll Yodle refers to this as "Conversion Rate". At no time in my telephone conversations

tl

li with Plaintiff did I ever represent to him or promise him that Yodle would increase his



place, the whole online thing, it takes we feel like two or
three months to ramp up to full potential. After that point
... we know what keywords are working, we know what's
turning into calls, so we've gotten ramped up ... we want to
give people an idea of what's the fulIpotential before they

tl

il

ii
it

ii

ii

il
tl

li Cn"n. "C", p. 6; Exh. "C-1",13:42 min.), and that he fully expected the cost per Click to

li

ll be more expensive for ads appearing higher up in search results (Exh. "C", p. 14; Exh.

ii "c-1", 27:36 min.).
ii

ll tO. Yodle also uses a proprietary software program designed to evaluate the
ti

il most cost-effective position for a client's ad to appear on search engine pages to achieve

li more favorable Conversions.
!l
li rll 11. Over the period of time that Yodle runs the client's ad campaigl, the
ti
ti

ll 
software program is continuously evaluating and reevaluating the data and automatically

ti

ll 
adjustin8 and readjusting which keywords are bid on and how much to bid each time the

ii

ll 
client's keywords are used in a search. Feedback from the client on what particular

il

Ni 
Clicks generated successful results and which Clicks is an important input into this

II
ii

ll evaluation process.
ii
il

il 12. It is important to understand that, because Yodle's software program is
I

ll 
continuously analyzing the client's feedback and the tracking information, and evaluating

lt
Ii

il the cost-effectiveness of the client's keywords and bids, Yodle expects that its advertising
il
Ii '

ll campaign will become more successful over time, and that the first month's results may
il

i| b".o-"*hat modest.

tl

ll tl. In our phone conversation on April 8,2010,I explained to Plaintiff why
tl
i!

ii Voate requires a minimum 3 month conhact:

tl

ii BRAD: The reason we even do the three month in the first



ever decide anything. (Exh. "C", p.22; Exh. "C-1",43:30
min.)

14. Because Plaintiffs website was adequate, Yodle did not need to build a

completely new website for Plaintifi saving Plaintiff up to $597. However, in order to

allow Yodle and the Plaintiff to track and evaluate the success of the advertising

campaign, Yodle utilized what it refers to as a "dynamic mirror image" of the Plaintiff s

website. This mirror image website was a major feature of the functionality of Yodle's

advertising campaign.

15. The mirror image website was identical in all respects to the Plaintiffs

il 
website, except that Yodle's mirror website displayed a tracking telephone number that

fi

ll was slightly different than the phone number that was displayed on the Plaintiffls own
li
it

li actual website. Yodle also included a tracking e-mail address so that potential clients

could contact Plaintiff bv e-mail.

16. The tracking phone number and e-mail address direct the phone calls and

e-mails of internet searchers who contact the client as a result of Yodle's ad through the

Yodle software program to client's phone line and e-mail inbox, respectively. This way,

among other functions of the tracking system, Yodle and the client are able to distinguish

that the inquiry was generated by the Yodle ad and not as a result of other advertising,
ti
;t r

!i such as newspaper or other media, that the client may be utilizing, also, or as a result of
ll
ilr

!! word of mouth, so that the client can evaluate Yodle,s performance.
II

il ". 
When someone calls the tracking number or e-mails the client using the

li

li 
tracking e-mail address, contrary to Plaintiffs claim, the call or e-mail goes through

ll

il
Nl directly to the client's designated office phone or e-mail address, while information about

!i
rilt7
tl



the call or e-mail is, also, saved and stored in the client's Yodle Account. where the client

can access it at any time with his personal password.

I explained to Plaintiff how the mirror website and hacking system worked. He

understood it and accepted that it was a central function of Yodle's advertising campaign:

BRAD: ... all the calls are recorded, that come in to
you from us, so you know exactly what the calls are turning
into as well.

COLLINS: Okay.

BRAD: So you can actually go back in and play
these calls and see exactly which calls are turning into
customers and which ones are not.

COLLINS: Right.

BRAD: Now the major advantage of this, what this
allows us to do is essentially rank our keywords. So if you
go in and you rate one of these calls as a good call, it's
going to feed back into our system and let us know, ok, it
came from this keyword, so this keyword was a good
keyword to have.

COLLINS: Right.

BRAD: Does that make sense?

COLLINS: Yeah.

BRAD: And vice versa, if there's a bad keyword,
you would rate this call as a bad call and it would feed back
into our system and let us know it was abad call,

COLLINS: How would you rate a good call from a -
there's some people that are just ... the only thing that are
interested in is what's it going to cost me.

BRAD: A good call would mean they call for the
right reasons, they're looking for divorce preparation,
they're looking for what you do. A bad call would be I'm
looking for a lawyer, or I'm looking for the wrong type of
service. Because that would mean, our keywords are
attracting the wrong type of customers.

COLLINS: Right.



BRAD: A good call doesn't mean they have to sign
up with you.

COLLINS:

BRAD:

Right. Okay.

And you can also - since this is another
client, I can't actually show you the calls themselves, but
what you can do is you could actually open up each
individual call, you can also record in here if you made an
appointment or if they actually become a customer, you
could record all that in here as well.

COLLINS: And how are you making - how are you
recording the phone calls if they call me?

BRAD: How this works is you have your regular
website, which is on your business cards, we don't want to
mess with that. What we do is we develop what's called a
dynamic mirror of this, so it's just a carbon copy of your
website. On that carbon copy we put a tracking phone
number on it.

COLLINS: Risht.

BRAD: So it's the same area code, it's just a
different number that they see and dial, but it routes
directly into your line like normal.

COLLINS: Oh, okay. Al1right, so you can see whether
or not - okay, I see what you're saying.

BRAD: Yeah, so if they do a manual search on
google and they click on your sponsor link ad, they're
going to go to your mirror page.

COLLINS: Okav.

BRAD: But if they already know your name, they
just search makedivorceeasy, they're going to go to your
regular website, they're going to find your regular phone
number, the reason we do that is we don't want to take
credit for calls that are coming from your other advertising
resources.

COLLINS: I understand what you're saying now.

BRAD: But as far as the calls and the e-mails. that's
just where you can see all those, also what we do is we
generate all the keywords and all the ad copies for you too.

COLLINS: Yep.



BRAD: So that just consists of actually all the ads
writing all the different ad copies and the keywords.
Usually an average client would have you know anywhere
between 500 to I would say 900 key words.

COLLINS: Okay.

BRAD: What we're going to be doing is we're going
to be setting up keywords with zip codes, Manhattan,
Brooklyn, a lot of different combinations.

COLLINS: Okav.

BRAD: So that no matter what they type in, they can
find you, click on you and call you rather than just being a
couple of different generic keywords.

(Exh. "C", pp.19-21; Exh. "C-7", at 38:08 min).

18. The client's personal Yodle Account, also, tracks and displays for the

client, among other information, how many times his ad came up in a search

("Impression"), the top performing keywords, the number of Clicks generated, and the

calls and e-mails he received from internet searchers that were directed bv Yodle's

advertising to PlaintifPs dynamic mirror site.

19. This tracking information helps the client determine if he is getting value

from Yodle's advertising campaign.

20. To achieve placement in a higher position within search results, an

advertiser's bid needs to be higher than the bids of businesses that are competing with

him for the keywords that are being used in the search query.

Consequently, to achieve a more acceptable Conversion Rate, Yodle will spend

more to bid on certain key'uvords in order to obtain for a client a higher position in the

search result, which, in turn, is likely to result in more "quality" Clicks. euality Clicks

are Clicks that convert into direct telephone and e-mail contacts to the client. I. also.
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explained this to Plaintiff and he confirmed that he understood (Exh. "C", pp. 13-14; Exh.

"C-1",27:04 min).

21. It is also important to understand that Yodle only charges a client's

Advertising Budget account if a searcher clicks on the client's ad in a search result and

goes to the client's website.

22. Obviously, Yodle hopes that by the end of the three month conkact, it can

demonskate to the client that it has helped him increase his sales and profits. yodle's

financial incentive is to effectively help its clients secure additional business, so that the

clients continue to use Yodle's services beyond the initial three months.

23. When I spoke by phone with Plaintiff on April 6 and April 8, 2010, we

spoke for over an hour and a half. He told me about his disappointing experience running

his own ads on Google AdWords (Exh. ,,C',, p. 5; Exh. ,,C-1,,, 10:00 min.), and I

explained to him in detail how Yodle works, and walked him through an onJine

demonstration of how Yodle's tracking feature operates.

24. Plaintiff informed me that he was spending $100 per month doing his own

advertising on Google Adwords (Exh. "c", p. 5; Exh. "C,1",10:4g min.). He told me he

was getting "hundreds" of Clicks, but very few calls ("very low ... maybe lyo or 2yo,,)

(Exh. "8", p.2;Exh. "B-1", 1:54 min.).

25. I explained to him that he needed to increase the percentage of Clicks that

were converting to calls (Exh. "C", p. 10; Exh. ,,C-1", 22:13 min.).

26. Contrary to Plaintiffs claim that he was being scammed by Yodle, he

admitted to me that he only received five or six calls (Exh. ,.B',, p. 2; Exh. ,,8-!,,, l:22
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min.) from about 497 Clicks with Google AdWords from September 2009 through April

2010. This equated to a Conversion Rate of approximately 1.2%. In the brief time Yodle

advertised for him, on the other hand, he received at least five calls from 51 Clicks.

which equates to a Conversion Rate of 9.8% - an increase of over 700%.

27. Based on that $100 per month that he paid Google (Exh. "C", p.5; Exh.

"C-I",10:48 min.), Plaintiff paid Google, on average, $100 per inquiry.

28. Yodle, on the other hand, charged $474312 against Plaintiff s Advertising

Budget account for the advertising it did for him in the less than three months that

garnered five calls. Plaintiffpaid Yodle, on average, less than $95 per call, even less than

his Google cost.

Furthermore, Plaintiff admitted that he acquired two clients in May, 2010 as a

result of Yodle's advertising (Exh. "I", 1T 19). Based upon Plaintiff s $299 charge for

each divorce, his early results with Yodle were profitable, and clearly comparable, if not

much better, than his results with Google AdWords.

If PlaintifPs results with Yodle were comparable to those he had on his won with

Google AdWords, how could he realistically claim that Yodle is a scam operation?

MR. COLLINS' FALSE CLAIMS

29. Plaintiff, first, falsely alleges that I represented to him that Yodle would

lower his cost per Click (Exh. "f', '11 11). The recorded telephone conversations confirm

that I never told him that. To the contrary, I explained to him that Yodle's goal was to

'$1,500 oollected in Monthly Advertising Budget Fees less the $1,025.70 remaining in Plaintiffs Budget
Fee Account (Exh. "O"),
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provide him better quality Clicks by increasing his Conversion Rate (Exh. "C", p. 10;

Exh. "C-1", 10:48 min.) - in other words, tuming his Clicks into calls.

Plaintiff acknowledged to me in our telephone call that he had no idea in what

position his ads were running on Google AdWords (Exh. ,,C,,,p.6; Exh. ,,C-1,,,13:42

min.), and that he recognizedthatYodle's cost per click would be higher than the cost per

Click he was experiencing with Google AdWords because he understood that Yodle

would be bidding for a higher position in the search results, which would be more costly,

in order to get him better quality clicks (Exh. "c", pp. 13-15; Exh. "c-1',,27.04min).

30. Furthermore, when I asked Plaintiff what keywords he had been using

with Google AdWords, he told me,'Trlew York State divorce uncontested" (Exh. "C",p,

12;Exh. "C-1",25:0t4 min.), and he told me that his geotargeted af,ea was the entire State

of New York (Exh ."C",p. 7; Exh. "C.1",14:06 min.).

I pointed out to him that, with those keywords, he was bidding for advertising

position on search engine results against lawyers throughout the State and that his low

$100 per month advertising budge,t compared to what those lawyers were likely spending,

was probably positioning his ads in a very low location in the search results (Exh. "C", p.

7; Exh. "c-1", 15:26 min.). I, also, indicated to him that his keywords were not

sufficiently focused, since someone clicking on his ad who was looking for a lawyer

would not bother contacting him when the ad linked to his website and the searcher

learned that he was not a lawyer and that his service was limited to helping his customers

filIin printed uncontested divorce forms (Exh. "C", p. l3; Exh. ,.C-1,,,25:44min).
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ln other words, he was wasting his money paylng for Clicks that were destined

not to furn into calls (Exh. "C", pp. 13; Exh. "C-1",25:44min.).

31. Plaintiff, next, falsely claims that Yodle represented to him that Yodle

would charge him whatever Google or the other search engines charged Yodle per Click

(Exh. "E", fl 10; Exh. "f', fl 11).

The telephone recordings prove that I never made any such representation to

Plaintiff. To the contrary, I informed him several times that Yodle is a Google AdWords

reseller (Exh. t'B", p. 4; Exh. "B-1", 5:38 min.; Exh. o'C", p. l l; Exh. ,.C-1',,24:09 min.).

Just like any other business that resells another merchant's product, Yodle marks up its

cost to reflect the value it adds to the service it provides its clients.

I made it clear to Plaintiff that Yodle's intent was not to provide him with

hundreds of Clicks, but to provide him with an advertising campai$ and services that

would, hopefully, increase his Click Conversions and get him more customers, and to

provide him with a better method to track and analyze what keywords were giving his

business the best results, and, also, a better method to track his e-mail and telephone

inquiries (Exh. o'C", p.10; Exh. "C-I";22:13 min. and Exh. ,,C", p. 19-21; Exh. ,,C-1,,,

38:08 min.).

32. Next, Plaintifffalsely claims that I told him that Yodle would spend $750

a month on advertising for him, at a better rate than he was paylng Google (Exh. ,.E,', ffi

7, 29,36; Exh. "I", 1l I 1). Again, I never told him that, and the phone recordings of our

conversations prove that this claim is, also, fabricated. Nowhere in those phone
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recordings or conversations did I ever make that representation to him, or promise him

that.

What I did represent, however, was that, for the three month term of the

advertising campaign, for a flat $750 per month Advertising Fee, Yodle would try to

increase his Click Conversion Rate (Exh. "C", p. 22-23; Exh. "C-1", 42:54 min.). I

suggested to him that the reason his Conversion Rate was so poor was that the $100 a

month he had been spending with Google AdWords was too little. His low cost per Click

with Google AdWords indicated that his ads were probably not positioned high in the

Google AdWords search results (Exh. "C", p. 6; Exh. "C-1", 13:15 min.). plaintiff

acknowledged that he understood he would have to pay more per Click in order to gain a

higher position in the search results (Exh. "C", p.14; Exh. ,,C-l',,27:36 min.).

33. Next, Plaintiff falsely claims that Yodle illegally set up the mirror website,

and illegally intercepted his phone calls and e-mails, all without his consent (Exh. "8",,r1I

6; Exh. "f', fl 11).

Again, this is absolutely false. In our April 8, 2010 telephone call, I explained to

Plaintiff that Yodle would set up a dynamic mirror website, which would appear when an

lntemet searcher clicked on an ad that appeared on the Google, Yahoo, Bing and other

search engines where Yodle would be advertising; I explained to him how the mirror

website would work, and that the mirror website was for the purpose of hacking

telephone calls and e-mails originating from the Yodle ad campaigr, so that he could

distinguish and evaluate telephone calls and e-mails he was receiving from newspapers,

Pennysavers, and sources other than the Yodle ad campaign, and that the mirror website
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ii

il

il

ii

ll **ta help both him and Yodle analyzeand evaluate what keywords were most effective,

ii 
so that Yodle could more cost effectively bid on those keywords (Exh. "C", pp. 19-21;

il

Il Exh. "C-1",38:08 min.).
tl

ii ffte recordings demonshate that I explained to Plaintiff that the telephone numberil 
tne rocororngs cemonsrate tnat I explamed to Plalntltt that the telephone number

il

ii and the e-mail address shown on Yodle's mirror website would still send phone calls and

il

ij 
e-mails directly to Piaintiffls business phone and computer e-mail, and that the tracking

ii

!l system would allow him to log onto his private Yodle account page, where he could see

ji wtrat inquiries had come from the Yodle advertising and see what keywords were proving
l:

ll most effective (Exh. "C",p.19-21; Exh. "C-1",38:08 min.).
ii

ii *hen I asked Plaintiff if he understood the dynamic mirror website concept and if
ti

il he was okay with it, he clearly approved (Exh. "C", p. 20-Zl; Exh. ,,C-1", 39:53 min.).
ii

ll Consequently, Plaintiffs claim that he never consented to or understood the telephone

il and e-mail tracking system is absolutely false.

il

ll 
,0. Plaintiff, next, falsely claims that Yodle is running a scam. He bases this

i! conclusion on the assertion that Yodle charged him $750 per month for advertising and

allegedly did not use it all, and according to him, pocketed what it did not use (Exh. "E",

t|7; Exhibit "I", u 11).

First, the Yodle Contract that Plaintiff signed stated, up front, that the Advertising

Budget is to be "... automatically charged, in advance, [to the client's credit card] and are

not refundable ... any balance in the Customer's monthly advertising budget at the end of

the month, positive or negative, will be rolled over to the next month ..." (Exhibit "A", 1l

)1.
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Furthermore, in Paragaph "16" of his Complaint, Plaintiff even quotes the

"Description of Charges" in Yodle's Contract for the monthly Advertising Budget Fee.

Plaintiff acknowledges that he knew the Fees were to be "prepaid and automatically

l!

li billed for the month and any balance at the end of the month will be applied to the next

ll month as 'Roll-Over"'(Exh. "8", fl 16). If Yodle disclosed to Plaintiff that money in the
tl
il

ii Advertising Budget account would be "rolled-over" from month to month, he was

I certainly aware that the monthly Advertising Budget Fee would not necessarily be spent

down each month.

Yodle charged Plaintiff s credit card on April 8, 2010 for the agreed first month's

| $69 Management Fee, and, then, on April 30, 2010, for the agreed first month's $750
i

jl Advertising Budget Fee, and, again, on May 28, 2010 for the agreed second month's

i{

ll 

lvtanaeement Fee and Advertising Budget Fee (Exh. "f', fl 14).

j[ At the end of June, 2010, Yodle rolled over $1,025.70 from PlaintifPs prior
ii

l! 
unutt0 monthly Advertising Budget Fee and did not attempt to charge Plaintiff the third

ii

!lmonth's $750 Advertising Budget Fee. This was based upon Yodle's policy of not
tl

tl

li charsine a monthly Advertising Budget Fee if the client's Advertising Budget Account
ii

llbalance (in this case, $1,025.70) exceeded the monthly Advertising Budget Fee (in this

case, $750.00).

On June 28, 2010 Yodle only attempted to charge Plaintiffs credit card the

agreed-upon $69 monthly Management Fee; however, he, apparently, instructed the

credit card company not to honor the charge. Therefore, Yodle was not able to collect the

$69 Management Fee that Plaintiff had agreed to pay (Exh. ,,I", fl 15).

t7



Conhary to Plaintiffs enoneous a$sertion that Yodle attempted to charge his

credit card for the July $750 Advertising Budget Fee (Exh. "E", fl 43), Yodle's records

(Exhibit "N"; see fl 14 of Exhibit 2 to PlaintifPs Motion) demonstrate that Yodle

attempted to charge his credit card on June 28, and again on July 4,2010 for only the $69

fee, and not for $819.

When Plaintiff served the Temporary Restraining Order in this action on Yodle,

the $1 ,A25.7A remained in Plaintiffls Yodle account, where it still remains today (Exh.

rror').

35. To further demonstrate that Yodle was not scamming Plaintiff, when he

signed the Contract, I pointed out to him that Yodle normally charges new clients a one-

time Account Setup Fee of $447. Yodle waived this fee for Plaintiff because he had been

a Google AdWords customer (Exh. "A"; Exh. "C", p. 24; Exh. "C-1", 48:08 min.). If

Yodle were "scamming" Mr. Collins, Yodle would not have waived that fee.

36. Moreover, it makes no sense for Yodle to scam its clients. Yodle's

incentive is to generate satisfactory Conversion results for its clients, so that they

continue to retain its services beyond the initial three-month term. If Yodle loses the

client after three months because the client does not feel that he received value from the

money he spent, Yodle loses the revenue that that client would have continued to

generate.

37. Plaintiff s claim that Yodle's seryices are a scam is totally disingenuous,

since, on April 30, 2010, when he e-mailed me and Defendant Long that he wished to

cancel, Plaintiff specifically informed us that he needed to cancel his three month

18



!l
il

ii

ii

!t

ii

ll Contract because he had incurred unexpected automobile repair expenses (See Exhibit
ii

1i"2" to Defendant's Exhibit "E"). He didn't mention, or even suggest, in that e-mail that

he was dissatisfied with Yodle's seryices or that anyone misrepresented anything to him,

or that he felt Yodle was scamming him.

Plaintiff did not accuse Yodle of scamming him until he realized that Yodle had

already charged his credit card for the first month's Advertising Budget Fee, and when

Mr. Long and I informed him that Yodle could not refund Advertising Budget monies

akeady allocated (see Exhibits 7, 10 and 11 of Defendant's Exhibit "E"). Then, he

stonewalled all of our attempts to discuss, by phone, his accusations. Instead, despite our

jl repeated voice mail messages and e-mails asking him to return our calls, he simply sent

ri

llus e-mails. claimine a scam (See Exhib:tt '(9" of Defendant's F,xhihit "F."\ Tnstead nf
ii
i!

s, claiming a scam (See Exhibit "g" of Defendant's Exhibit ,,8"). Instead of
ii

li calling us so that we could address each of his accusations, he repeatedly e-mailed us,

repeatedly accusing Yodle of wrongly charging his credit card, despite my having clearly

explained to him prior to his signing the Contract that Yodle would automatically bill his
il

ll credit card (Exh. "C", p. 27; Exh. "C-1", 54:45 min.) and even though the Contract
ri
!)

ii clearly stated the same (Exhibit "A", "Description of Charges,'and,lf 5).
t:

ii 
,t. Next, Plaintiff falsely claims that Yodle failed to advertise on search

li tngtnet other than Google (Exhibit "E", tl 10tbl). In our April 8, 2010 telephone
rl

ii conversation, I told Plaintiff that Yodle would advertise, primarily, on Google, because

il^
l! Google was the search engine most people use (Exh."C", pp. 11, 30; Exh. ,,C-I,,,23:16
ii

ji min., 1:01:29 min). I, also, told him that Yodle would place his ads on Yahoo, Bing and
ir

ii other search engines (Exh. "C", pp. 10, 11, 15, 18, 30). Yodle disclosed to Plaintiff in its
ii

li

ti

,i
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Interrogatory Responses that it advertised on Yahoo and Superpages, as well, by showing

him Advertising Budget Fees Yodle charged for actual Clicks on his ads on those engines

(see tf 17 of Exhibit2 to PlaintifPs Motion and Defendant's Exhibit',O").

li 
ttaintiff s also received clicks on his ads appearing on netscape.com,

li 
samnledivorceforms.com, Ask.com, Smarter.com, Divorse.com, mywebsearch.com and

II

il 
AOL.com. Contrary to Plaintiffls effoneous assertion, his ads did appear on other search

ii

ll engines besides Google.

In addition, Yodle set up Plaintiffs campaign to bid on 14 different keyword

terms with 64 different geographical modifiers for Plaintiff, so, at any time, Yodle could

have bid on 896 terms for Plaintiff. These keywords are set forth in Exh. "P" and the

ij SeoSranhical modifiers are set forth in Exh. "Q".
il
!l

li lq. As I stated above, Yodle did not attempt to charge Plaintiffs credit card

NI

ll for the $750 July Advertising Budget Fee because he still had more than $750 in his

tl

ll Advertising Budget rollover account.

ll If Yodle were truly tryrng to scam Plaintifl why would it voluntarily elect not to
li

ll 

.n*t" Plaintiff amounts that Plaintiff contractually committed to pay?

li 40. Lastly, I understand that Plaintiff informed Michael Deluca that he
ti

il blames me for escalating this dispute into a lawsuit because I was "sarcastic" to him, and
li
ll..
ii my alleged sarcasm justifies his being paid substantially more than he paid Yodle (Exh.
ti

il "f ', Attachm ent #\,Transcript #2, p. 4).

Ii

ii This, again, is a fabrication. Plaintiff refused to speak with either Scott Long or
!l

li ^" 
Ot phone; therefore, the Court is free to review all of my e-mail communications that

tl

ii ,o

ii

ii



Plaintiff attached as Exhibits to his Complaint (Exh. "E") and judge for itself if I was in

arry way sarcastic to Plaintiff.

41. Plaintiffs claims that Yodle, Scott Long, and I made untrue

representations to him about how Yodle would conduct his advertising campaign and his

claims that Yodle perpetrated some kind of a scam are utterly false and have absolutely

no basis in fact.

Fortunately, Yodle had the recordings of my phone conversations with Plaintiff to

prove that his claims are not true; otherwise, it would be only my word against his. The

recordings, however, demonstrate inefutably that Plaintiffs claims are false and that he

had no legitimate factual or legal basis to bring this lawsuit.

42. Based upon the foregoing, I respectfully submit that Plaintiffs claims

against me, Mr. Long and Yodle are totally without merit and should be dismissed, and

that the Court should award the Defendants their attorneys' fees and sanctions against the

Plaintiff.
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BRADLEY LEITCH
Swom to before me this

day of March, 2011.

C:.{-/-2",-
olary Public, State of North Carolina
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